
Mudcrew’s, Raidlight Arc of Attrition 100 – Fri / Sat 9th Feb 
Team: Nick (a lot of running, walking and eating) & Richard (planning, navigating, driving, 
baking awesome flapjack for all, feeding, watering, photography, family liaison, social media 
updates and crucial feedback, hotel comms, shoe provision, unending cheerfulness and 
positivity.. with a little whip crack / reality check when necessary)  

Now some Strava art.. 

 

Pre-race nerves at the Blue Bar Porthtown. This was the finish location, on the north coast, but 
where we register before being bussed to the start on the South.  

I had entered the 2017 race but bottled it & rolled the place to 2018.

 

I avoided any other 100 mile events last year to be now mentally un-scarred and ready for the 
challenge. I had invested in new winter kit, to keep me dry & warm and had hit my long run, training 
plan, thanks to a handful of pals who joined me on those cold, dark, January mornings, keeping me 
sane. The training left me in need of a few sessions with miracle worker Adrian Cornford, to loosen 
up the full gambit of knots, but it worked a treat.  Thank you Adrian!  



When Richard said he was up for support crewing me I was quite shocked, but also very excited. It’s 
a huge ask of anyone. We have done a lot of good run stuff together though and I knew he would be 
the crème de la crème, of Crew.  

So much so, in the week before, I MIGHT have got a bit carried away about not just finishing but 
possibly doing..  eeeek..  a fast time.  Richard put together a time schedule to meet me at each town 
etc based on my positive predictions. Sorry Rich .. I proposed 2 outcomes and the slowest was just 5 
½ hours quicker than I did! Oops. 

Collected a hoodie & had the compulsory kit checked. They securely attached a gps tracker to our 
backpacks. Reassuring . Race and safety briefings and then all into 3 buses for the journey to the 
start, on south coast – Coverack. 

 

12 noon Friday - A minutes silence at the start. A man had attempted the race twice before, was 
signed up for this year but had very sadly recently died. Organisers made a tribute to him and sent 
the family a finishers buckle which he had wanted so much. Also at the start there was a marriage 
proposal between 2 runners. He finished but she didn’t. He posted that she had wanted to crack on 
with wedding preparations. Quite brave! 

I started positively.. Fridays weather was really fine. Though the previous week’s weather showed in 
the state of the paths – and we were quickly caked in glorious mud. 

  

I met some really interesting folk. Harvey – a funny guy I sat next to on the bus - I kept crossing with 
and enjoying his humour. As I was making a push for the crucial St Ives cut off I passed him, tried to 
persuade him to tag on.. but he gave a jolly “nah.. I’m tired Nick.. Dunno why mind?”. It tickled me. 



                     
The views were pretty special ..  sea views - no surprise, tin mines, little fishing ports, and even a few 
miles of sand dunes to get lost in. 

    

 

Here’s me – looking fresh, somewhere!? 

 



 

Me again.. strange look! Could have been a mouthful of cream tea. And that did happen at one CP  

There were only 4 official check points which does add to the difficulty of this event & really makes 
support crew invaluable, though not compulsory. My previous 100 milers have all had 12-13 CP’s 
which really helps mentally, breaking it down. The 4 CP’s were all indoors, with toilets and hot food 
and drinks. The mudcrew volunteers are called Angels. As in Arc Angels. They would greet us up the 
road as you approach, escort you in, describe the menu and take orders! So friendly, anticipating 
and super organised.  

After 6 or 7 hours darkness fell… for the next 12 . I don’t mind the dark but it does slow things with 
harder navigation. Easier to miss signs. We follow the coast path acorns – which are pretty good, but 
misable. I had my, 2nd best friend, “Garmin handheld” with the route loaded, in my pocket. We had 
been blessed with dry weather on the Friday. The middle section was actually quite dry and I made 
good progress to Lands End. More than 2 hours inside the cut off there. 

But Saturday morning saw the weather turn, and we got our first taste of cold, wet and windy.  



 Where the drama started!               

The stand out, hard, section was between Pendeen Watch (67ish miles in) & St Ives. A 13 mile 
stretch with officially no access to support crew. Very bouldery and lots of hoka-non friendly, 
slippery sections. I quizzed an Arc-experienced runner early on “but surely not all 13 miles are that 
tough?” and got back a serious “Yes the whole of it”.  

When I thought I was approaching half way, a walker told me I had only done 3 miles. My GPS had to 
stay in my pocket as both hands were tied into a cycle of SLIP, STAB pole, EXTRACT pole, MEND 
pole.. SLIP, STAB, EXTRACT, MEND…... SLIP, STAB, EXTRACT, MEND. I decided it was the hardest 
section of any run I have ever done and progress was snail like. 

Up until now my motto had been “I have quit quitting”. I probably should get a more positive one 
without the word “quit” in it.. twice! but hey.. it worked right up until ..I needed it! I thought of run 
friends who I know have put themselves through really tough times which helped. But as I 
approached half way, I just didn’t feel I could repeat that 6-7 mile effort AGAIN and what’s more, do 
it 50% faster than the first half, in order to hit the last official cut off at St Ives of 2:30pm. My strava 
log shows I had dropped to 2 mph. 

Rich, knew the area, thankfully, and half way, managed to find his way down to the coast path, from 
Zennor.   

Long before I arrived he greeted a lady called Maryanne who was having a bit of a breakdown.. He 
warmed her up with his coat, and goodies  and sent her off again. Turned out later that all the 
women ahead of her dropped out and she was first Lady. Cracking work Rich! 

This was now crunch time for me too. I couldn’t see a way to recover the pace. Rich had worked out 
the same and we seriously considered throwing in the towel. I explained to him why it was so slow.. 
ie the relentless slipping, and pole troubles …    and then PRESTO! he says  “What size are you? Put 
on my walking boots! you might just have a chance”.  

So I peeled off my sodden mud caked and mud filled trainers and donned Richards clean, dry, 
walking boots. & Rich vice versa – oooh. Suddenly I had 4 wheel drive! I could go straight through 
the middle of the mud, without any slipping. They were great on the boulders too. I was overtaking 
quite a few now. I sensed it was doable but tight. The adrenaline kicked in nicely and got me through 



the next 2 hours. It was so tight though. The last mile took 12 minutes. Myself and a lady checked in, 
with 5 minutes to spare, before the cut off. It was quite emotional. Think Rich shared the relief. He 
had had a stressful few hours, including searching for his lost phone.. which fortunately turned up in 
his .. umm.. usual phone pocket! Bear in mind Rich had also missed a whole nights sleep and been 
picking his way around the smallest Cornish lanes. 

 This is what 12 minute mile pace looks like.. approaching St Ives. One of 
the race directors, gave out a big celebratory cheer as we arrived. It felt good.  

Now 80 miles in. The point where usually the big questions are asked. But it now felt like we had 
done the hard work. & the rest was a formality! I had 10 hours for 20 miles..  

From the beginning Richard had not just surprised me with lovely written messages from my 
kiddywinks, but he was updating a facebook post and then giving me snippits of funny and 
inspirational messages coming back from a host of friends and family.  

The below pic was in St Ives CP, where I actually felt quite good.  

 

Next came a lengthy section of very civilised footpaths and tarmac, into Hayle, where we made our 
way to the “Dunes of Doom”. The Dunes have fairly clear stone markers every hundred meters or so, 
to keep you on track, with the next generally visible from the previous one. It made quite a nice 
change, except that night fell again and the weather was turning much worse. I ran on and off with  
a young chap called Tom. He was local and seemed to know the way. 

Rich helped us both at the end of the dunes, with a big camping light showing the way to a specific 
river crossing bridge. More great work Rich.  



Then we started a long very gradual, climb up to some high cliffs. I had switched out of walking boots 
back in St. Ives thinking that it would help me run more. Once up high the wind was making it quite 
hard to stand at points and it was again slippery underfoot. 

There are about 3 points here where the path drops down steep steps towards sea level and then 
straight back up the other side to the top of the cliff again. My knees held out well but it was quite 
hairy in the wind and I was now getting cold. You just have to keep moving though. We were so 
close. Portreath came meaning just 3.75 miles left! Another long climb up a road, where RD Fergy 
congratulated us having as good as made it and saying.. “it is pretty wild and windy up there, you are 
close to the cliff edges. Just take it steady and you’re done”. 

It was time now for Tom to get his adrenaline surge.. I didn’t blame him at all as he sped off into the 
pretty awesome headwind. Mine had well & truly passed though. I was now really quite cold and 
tired. I was unsure of the route and checked the garmin a lot. 2 more rather hairy, stepped drops 
and climbs. Then the route seemed to end on my garmin handheld but I still had the OS map on it.  I 
knew it finished with a road that drops into Porthtowan. With about a mile to go, faced with a 
crossroads of paths, I found a road on the map and headed for it. It wasn’t the right road though and 
gave me an extra mile! But thankfully took me to the same place. As I approached the town, a car 
pulled alongside with RD Ferg inside. He was aware I had drifted a tad but thankfully didn’t send me 
back up the hill. He pointed me in the right direction at a junction and I walked it in, pooped, mighty 
relieved and happy. 

There was a proper Mudcrew style greeting. First outside in the howling wind, from RD Jane with 
buckle in hand! And then into The Blue Bar, to a lovely big cheer and a pint of Tribute – good choice 
Richard!  It was over. I was the last and 52nd finisher, out of 150 starters. What a few days.  

 

After a good nights sleep at Cornwalls own Faulty Towers, we headed home, Rich insisting on 
stopping regularly so that I could stretch my legs, in freezing layby’s and then I am home.

 Rich hands over the carers reigns to Emma and the kids, who have done a 
wonderful job in the week since. Such a wide team effort, before, during and after. Thank you 
everyone. But mainly – Thank you Richard  


